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Letter dated 7 August 2018 from the Secretary-General addressed
to the President of the Security Council
Pursuant to the request of the Security Council in paragraph 61 of its resolution
2409 (2018), I have the honour to submit the 30-day update covering the period from
1 to 31 July 2018 on political and technical progress towards the holding of elections
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo on 23 December 2018, and obstacles to the
implementation of the 31 December 2016 political agreement (see annex).
I should be grateful if you would bring the present letter and its annex to the
attention of the members of the Security Council.
(Signed) António Guterres
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Annex
Update of the Secretary-General on progress in the electoral
process and implementation of the 31 December 2016 political
agreement in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 31 July 2018
1.
The present update, which covers developments in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo from 1 to 31 July 2018, is submitted pursuant to resolution 2409 (2018),
in which the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to provide a written
update every 30 days on political and technical progress towards the holding of
elections in the Democratic Republic of the Congo on 23 December 2018 and on
obstacles to the implementation of the 31 December 2016 political agreement.

I. Key political developments related to the electoral process
and implementation of the political agreement
2.
During the reporting period, technical preparations by the Independent National
Electoral Commission for the presidential, legislative and provincial elections to be
held on 23 December dominated the political scene. A major milestone in the electoral
calendar was achieved when, on 24 June, the Commission formally invited pol itical
parties and groupings to submit their candidatures for provincial legislative elections
for the 23 December polls and subsequently opened the centres for the registration
and processing of candidates for the submission of candidacies with a deadline of
8 July, which was later extended to 13 July.
3.
On 17 July, during the extraordinary parliamentary session convened from
20 June to 19 July, the National Assembly adopted the draft law on the status of
former elected heads of State, extending privileges and immunities to other heads of
State institutions, including former prime ministers, heads of national security forces
and senior court magistrates on the basis of a proposal submitted by the President of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Joseph Kabila. The Senate subsequently
adopted a version of the draft law in which it rejected that proposal. The text of the
National Assembly prevailed, as the two chambers failed to reach an agreement on a
harmonized text of the draft law. The parliamentary session did not, however, consider
draft legislation related to the implementation of confidence -building measures,
including the draft amendment to the law on public demonstrations of 2015. In
addition, despite repeated requests by the Union pour la démocratie et le progrès
social, led by Felix Tshisekedi, Parliament did not resolve the issue of the replacement
of the representative of the Union (who also serves as rapporteur) to the Bureau of
the Independent National Electoral Commission.
4.
On 4 July, four newly appointed members of the Constitutional Court took the
oath of office at a ceremony in Kinshasa presided over by President Kabila. On 7 July,
at an extraordinary session, the Council of Ministers adopted a decree on the
establishment of additional provincial appeals courts in the newly created provinces,
which, if put into operation, would strengthen adjudication mechanisms for electoral
disputes. Until those additional courts are functioning, complaints will be addressed
by the 11 existing courts.
5.
On 19 July, the President, in his address on the state of the nation before a joint
session of the National Assembly and the Senate, indicated that his commitment to
respecting the Constitution remained unequivocal and stressed that the Government,
as a matter of national sovereignty and dignity, would assume full responsibility for
funding the presidential elections and the national and provincial legislative elections.
He also warned against foreign interference in the political and electoral processes
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and reiterated the readiness of the Government to preserve the sovereignty and
independence of the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
6.
Political actors continued to disagree on the use of voting machines, the voter
register and the implementation of confidence-building measures. Those
disagreements featured prominently on the agenda of the tripartite meeting between
the National Council for Monitoring the Agreement and the Electoral Process, the
Independent National Electoral Commission and the Government held from 5 to
25 July to evaluate the implementation of the political agreement of 31 December
2016. The main opposition parties, including the Union pour la démocratie et le
progrès social, the Union pour la nation congolaise and the Dynamique de
l’opposition, reiterated their call for credible and transparent elections. In a
communiqué issued on 18 July, the opposition platform Rassemblement congolais
pour la démocratie called for the removal of “fictitious” voters from the voter register,
the non-use of voting machines, the effective implementation of confidence -building
measures, the replacement of the delegate of the Union pour la démocratie et le
progrès social to the Independent National Electoral Commission, and the non candidacy of the incumbent President. The Mouvement de libération du Congo, for
its part, stated its readiness to take part in the elections without any prerequisites,
while rejecting the proposed use of voting machines. Notwithstanding the concerns
of the opposition, all major political parties put forward candidates for the provincial
legislative elections.
7.
The Majorité présidentielle political alliance continued its preparations for the
elections in earnest, with the establishment on 1 July of a broad political platform,
the Front commun pour le Congo, which brings together the Majorité présidentielle
and several opposition parties with representatives in the Government. The signing
of the constitutive charter of the Front commun began on 1 July and is open to all
political and civil society actors. The stated objective of the Front is to support a
single candidate on the basis of a joint programme.
8.
On 13 July, the Mouvement de libération du Congo held an extraordinary
congress at which it nominated Jean-Pierre Bemba as its presidential candidate for
the 23 December 2018 elections. On the same day, the Government reportedly issued
Mr. Bemba a diplomatic passport in his capacity as Senator.
9.
The Episcopal Conference of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the
Comité laïc de coordination continued to denounce the shrinking political space and
the lack of tangible progress in the implementation of confidence -building measures.
On 7 July, the Comité laïc de coordination issued a statement reiterating calls for the
implementation of the 31 December 2016 political agreement and announcing that
nationwide protests would resume in mid-August if there was no clear indication on
the holding of timely, credible and transparent elections.

II. Key electoral developments related to the implementation of
the political agreement
A.

Electoral developments
10. The submission of candidacies for the provincial legislative elections concluded
successfully, with constructive consultations between political parties and the
Independent National Electoral Commission to address logistical constraints linked
to the process. More than 2,000 National Police personnel were deployed to secure
the centres for the registration and processing of candidates, which closed on 13 July.
Subsequently, as at 18 July, 149 of the 173 offices had transmitted their files to the
central data processing centre, where a total of 16,543 candidates were registered. Of
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those candidates, 88 per cent are men and 12 per cent are women, with 77 independent
candidates, 5,716 from political parties and 10,750 from political groupings
competing for a total of 715 seats. In comparison, in 2006 there were 19,000
registered candidates in total, and 24,000 registered in preparation for the 2015
provincial elections, which were later postponed.
11. The new lists of political parties and groupings published in the 7 July issue of
the official gazette did not accommodate recommendations contained in the
31 December 2016 political agreement to find a solution to the duplication of polit ical
parties. Notably, four political parties remain registered as the Union pour la
démocratie et le progrès social, and two of them are registered under the same address
and registration act. Progress also remained limited on the code of conduct for the
elections, which by 12 July had been signed by only 257 political parties and
groupings (i.e., less than 50 per cent of those registered), none of them major
opposition entities.
12. The Independent National Electoral Commission is preparing for the print ing
and publication of the provisional voter list as required by law and recommended by
the International Organization of la Francophonie following its audit of the voter
register. The organization recommended that the voter list be published as soon as
possible in order to increase transparency. According to the electoral calendar, the
printing and publication of the provisional voter list and the settlement of related
disputes were to be carried out between 27 May and 22 October.
13. As at 19 July, following the arrival of an initial set of 1,000 voting machines in
Kinshasa on 14 June, 861 machines had been received in the provincial capitals for
voter education purposes. Some 106,000 voting machines are scheduled to arrive in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo in several phases between June and September.
14. According to a statement by the Minister of Finance on 13 July, the Government
reportedly disbursed further funds to the Independent National Electoral Commission,
raising the overall amount of Government allocations to the Commission to
$203 million as at 10 July.
15. The national authorities reaffirmed their position of self-sufficiency in the
electoral preparations. Nevertheless, the United Nations Organization Stabilization
Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) continues to respond
to requests for support at various levels and to provide technical assistance for the
electoral process. At the national level, the United Nations and the Independent
National Electoral Commission collaborate, inter alia, in the coordination of the work
of the Commission’s provincial offices, operational planning and training. United
Nations technical support covers 18 Commission antennas in the field. The training
of magistrates in the management of electoral disputes, organized by the Supreme
Council of Magistrates and the Commission in collaboration with the electoral cycle
support project managed by the United Nations Development Programme, started at
the provincial level on 18 July, following a training-of-trainers session in Kinshasa
from 6 to 11 July. In addition, the Commission held several outreach activities in the
provinces on the electoral process and the use of voting machines. While no formal
request for logistical support has yet been received, MONUSCO was scheduled to
begin providing such assistance on 26 July.

B.

Restrictions on political space and violence related to the
implementation of the political agreement in the electoral context
16. Restrictions continue to be imposed by the political and administrative authorities
and security forces on political activities and demonstrations organized by political
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parties and civil society organizations. On 1 July, a member of the Démocratie
chrétienne fédéraliste party, founded by the late Nyamwisi Muvingi, was arrested by
the military prosecutor in Beni (North Kivu province) when he went to register as a
candidate for the provincial elections. He was accused of participating in an alleged
insurrectional movement in relation to an armed attack in 2015. On 11 July, the police
violently dispersed a protest organized by the Filimbi citizens movement in front of
the MONUSCO office in Goma to demand that MONUSCO become involved in the
case of five Filimbi activists detained in Kinshasa. Some of the demonstrators sought
refuge in the MONUSCO compound, while seven others were arrested by the police
and released later the same day. However, several other meetings were held
peacefully. For instance, a demonstration organized by women’s organizations on
4 July in Lubumbashi (Haut-Katanga province) to denounce the rise of criminality in
the city proceeded calmly, and protesters were received by the local authorities.

C.

Confidence-building measures
17. Several trials of political opposition figures and members of civil society were
held during the period under review. On 27 June, the trial of Moïse Katumbi and
associates on charges of attempting to undermine State security, which began with a
first hearing at the Supreme Court, was adjourned until 11 October on procedural
grounds. Six persons arrested in April and May 2016 remain in unlawful detention in
relation to the case.
18. On 29 June, in Kinshasa, the trial of five members of Filimbi on charges of
offenses against the President, inciting civil disobedience and distribution of leaflets
undermining the national interest began before the tribunal de paix in the municipality
of La Gombe. The activists, who were arrested while mobilizing f or demonstrations
in Kinshasa on 23 and 31 December 2017, were detained and kept incommunicado
by intelligence services for five months, without judicial supervision.
19. Appearing before the tripartite meeting on 16 July, the Minister of Justice,
Alexis Thambwe, spoke of progress in the implementation of the confidence -building
measures set out in the 31 December 2016 political agreement, including the release
of 4,109 prisoners. The Minister emphatically ruled out the release of some political
figures, however, including Franck Diongo, Eugene Diomi Ndongala and Jean Claude Muyambo, on the grounds that they were not political prisoners.

III. Good offices efforts for the implementation of the
political agreement
20. On 26 June, my Special Representative met the Executive Secretary of the
Southern African Development Community (SADC), Stergomena Tax, in Gaborone
for consultations on the electoral process in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
with a view to harmonizing approaches to supporting the poli tical process. The
Executive Secretary reiterated the commitment of SADC to supporting the process in
close collaboration with MONUSCO. During the reporting period, she also met with
key political stakeholders, including the Vice Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign
Affairs, Leonard She Okitundu, the Vice-President of the Ensemble pour le
changement opposition platform, Pierre Lumbi, the Permanent Secretary of the
Political Bureau of Ensemble pour le changement, Christophe Lutundula, the
Secretary-General of the Mouvement de libération du Congo, Eve Bazaïba, and
former Prime Ministers Augustin Matata Ponyo and Samy Badibanga, as well as with
members of the Senate and the National Assembly.
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21. Regional and subregional organizations maintained their engage ment in the
political and electoral process of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. During the
thirty-first ordinary session of the Assembly of the African Union, held on 1 and
2 July in Nouakchott, the Assembly welcomed the efforts by the authorities of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and the Independent National Electoral
Commission, with the support of the African Union Commission, SADC, the
International Conference on the Great Lakes Region, the Economic Community of
Central African States, the United Nations and States members of the African Union,
for the holding of elections. In this regard, the Assembly encouraged national
stakeholders and others to make necessary compromises, with a view to preserving
continuous dialogue and the spirit of consensus, and to cooperate fully with
MONUSCO. On 12 July, in Addis Ababa, the African Union Commission held a series
of briefings on the situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

IV. Observations
22. I commend the Independent National Electoral Commission for its adherence to
the electoral calendar and encourage all stakeholders in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo to work towards the full implementation of the 31 December 2016 political
agreement, leading to credible elections and a democra tic transfer of power. I call on
the national authorities to abide by their commitments to implement the confidence building measures stipulated in the political agreement and to ensure respect for
fundamental freedoms and rights, which are critical to cre ating an environment
conducive to credible and inclusive elections.
23. I also commend the recent engagement between the Independent National
Electoral Commission and political parties to address concerns related to the
registration of candidates for provincial legislative elections. Such engagement
should be encouraged to address other outstanding contentious issues, and it would
significantly enhance confidence in the electoral process. In the meantime, I call for
constructive engagement between political actors and the Commission to resolve
disagreements over voting machines, the voter registry and other contentious issues,
with a view to dissipating mistrust.
24. As the Government has assumed full responsibility for funding the elections, it
is critical that it maintain adequate and regular disbursements of funds to the
Independent National Electoral Commission to ensure that deadlines for the electoral
process are met. I encourage the Government, the Commission and political actors to
put mitigating measures in place to address actual or potential logistical constraints
in relation to the use of voting machines and the registration of candidates.
25. I note with concern the small number of women registered as candidates for the
provincial legislative elections. I urge political parties to ensure greater representation
of women in the lists of candidates put forward for the forthcoming national elections.
26. During the reporting period, no meaningful progress was made towards the
implementation of the confidence-building measures set out in the 31 December 2016
political agreement. Political parties and civil society activists continued to be denied
civil and political rights. I am particularly concerned that the ban on public
demonstrations is still being implemented across the country, albeit selectively. The
repression, arbitrary arrest and lengthy detention of civil society activists by
intelligence services, without judicial review, continue to be a matter of concern. Less
than six months before the elections, it is critical to ensure that the Government plays
an active role in creating a conducive environment where political parties and civil
society activists can freely express their political opinions and undertake peaceful
activities.
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27. I am worried that these concerns, if not adequately addressed, might severely
undermine the inclusivity, credibility and acceptance of the electoral process. Failure
to conclude the process culminating in a peaceful and democratic transfer of power
could have far-reaching implications for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
the subregion. It is therefore imperative to accelerate the implementation of
confidence-building measures and to ensure that the electoral process is carried out
in accordance with the 31 December 2016 political agreement and the Constitution.
28. I am encouraged that, at present, all political parties continue to display a
willingness to engage constructively in the political and electoral process, including
going to great lengths to register candidates in provincial legislative elections. The
international community must continue to support and sustain that engagement.
29. I express my gratitude for the political and technical support, at both the national
and provincial levels, provided by regional organizations and the international
community, alongside the United Nations, for the organization of the upcoming
elections and for the creation of an environment conducive to credible polls. I also
reiterate the readiness of MONUSCO to provide logistical support for the electoral
process, in line with its mandate, as outlined in Security Council resolution 2409
(2018).
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